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Abstract
Web page clustering is a fundamental technique to offer a
solution for data management, information locating and its
interpretation of Web data and to facilitate users for navigation,
discrimination and understanding. Most existing clustering
algorithms cannot adapt well to Web clustering directly in terms
of efficiency and effectiveness. Combining contents analysis and
hyperlink structure analysis has been proven a better approach.
However, how to effectively combine the two features with
different nature in clustering to get satisfactory results remains
an open problem and there is still little work on it. In this paper,
we present an experimental study on enhancing coupling of links
and contents analysis of Web pages for robust clustering. In
particular, we introduce two techniques: in-link reinforcement
and anchor window analysis to improve the adaptability of
contents-link coupled clustering. Our detailed evaluation
indicates those techniques can effectively improve the quality of
Web pages clustering for a wide range of topics.

1. Introduction
Currently, there are more than 2 billion pages on the web
without counting those so-called hidden Web pages that
can be generated from the underneath databases. At the
same time more than 100 million pages become obsolete
every month. Locating truly needed Web pages and
interpreting them appropriately is a big challenge faced by
researchers in the fields of database, Information Retrieval
(IR) and data mining. So, correctly clustering both the
source Web pages and results of search engines is very
important to help end users in navigation, discrimination,
summarization and interpretation of the Web. Most
existing and well-cited topic directories such as Yahoo!
(www.yahoo.com) and open directory (www.dmoz.com)
are mainly created and maintained manually by domain
experts. Therefore those topic directories cover only a
very small portion of the whole Web due to extremely low
scalability of manual creating and maintenance. They are
also more often outdated as the Web changes all the time.
Some topics also have no corresponding sub-categories in
Yahoo or open directory. Such unsatisfactory performance
calls for the needs of semi-automatic or automatic
clustering of Web pages that is expected to scale well and
be able to follow the evolution of the Web well.
Document clustering has been well studied in the field
of tradition IR. The most commonly used techniques are
developed under the vector-space model. Under this

model, documents are represented by vectors of terms
extracted from the documents. During the clustering
process, similarity between documents is used to
determine whether two documents should be put into the
same cluster or not. Although dozens of similarity
functions have been developed, they are more or less built
on top of the same hypothesis: more common terms two
documents have, more similar the two documents are.
Unfortunately, such hypothesis may not hold in the
context of Web pages. The fundamental reason is that Web
is a place where everyone can publish. Web pages are thus
somehow created randomly by various authors and
different authors may use different words to express
similar ideas [18]. Furthermore, because of the ease of
multimedia presentation, some Web pages in fact contain
only small portion of concrete texts from which terms can
be meaningfully extracted. What makes the problem more
complex is that, there are many “junk” pages on the Web,
which should be removed before the clustering process.
All these unique features of Web pages make the
traditional term-based clustering techniques work poorly
in a lot of cases.
Compared to traditional text documents, one extra
feature contained in Web pages is the hyperlink.
Hyperlinks (abbreviate to link here after for simplicity)
are in fact the authors view about the relationships among
various Web pages, which should be naturally considered
in the clustering process, in addition to terms. Recently,
works have been reported in Web page clustering that
attempted to combine link information with term analysis
in the clustering process. The basic approach is to measure
both the similarity of contents (represented by terms)
between two Web pages and the links related to them. The
initial results seem rather promising [16, 21]. However,
due to the complex link structure of the Web and the
diversity of Web pages, it is very difficult to control such
clustering process with respect to the proper assignment of
the contributions of the link and terms in similarity
functions. As a result, most content-link coupled
clustering approaches suffer from the problem of
sensitivity to clustering parameter setting and non-uniform
performance in clustering Web pages with wide range of
topics.
The above observations motivated our work reported
in this paper. Through a comprehensive performance
study on a content-link coupled clustering technique, we
provide some insights on the general problem of such

clustering approach. We proposed two techniques, in-link
reinforcement and anchor window analysis to alleviate the
problem and improve the effectiveness of content-link
coupled clustering algorithms. The in-link reinforcement
technique addresses the issues of orthogonality of link
space (it is common that a Web page has thousands of
links pointing to it) and complex link structure of Web.
It uses the contents of the pages to which those links point
to reduce the dimensionality of the link space and simplify
the link structure. The technique of anchor window
analysis makes use of another important feature that does
not exist in traditional text documents, anchor text and
text surround the links, to make the semantics of terms
clearer so that the term-based similarity analysis could be
more accurate. The results of our experimental study
indicated that with the help of these two techniques, the
clustering algorithm become more robust. That is, it can
well adapt to different kinds of Web pages and cluster a
wide range of topics accurately. Furthermore, the
clustering results are less sensitive to parameter settings in
the similarity functions.
Our main contribution in this paper can be
summarized as follows. (1) We identified the common
problems in contents-link coupled Web page clustering
approach through the results of a comprehensive
experimental study and provided explanations to the poor
performance of the approach for certain Web pages; (2)
We introduced two simple yet effective techniques to offer
a solution to the problems pinpointed; and (3) We
conducted a performance study to evaluate the
effectiveness of two proposed techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related
work on Web page clustering is briefly reviewed in
Section2. The general approach of contents-link coupled
clustering is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we
described two proposed techniques and their effects.
Section 5 presents the results of a performance study.
Finally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work
Clustering is a classical problem that attracted new
interests in the recent surge of data mining research. There
are lots of clustering algorithms have been developed, that
can be classified into a number of categories, include
center-based partitioning clustering (K-means and its
variations), hierarchal clustering (HAC), density and
connectivity-based clustering (DBSCAN), grid-based
clustering and graph-based clustering etc. Orthogonal to
the general clustering algorithms is the representation of
data objects to be clustered. For example, in traditional
text clustering, documents to be clustered are represented
by terms extracted from those documents using TFIDF
(term frequency and inverted document frequency) model.
Hyperlink is an important feature in the context Web
pages, for identifying associative relationship among

pages and can be used to obtain high quality search results,
as indicated by PageRank [17] and HITS [9]. While the
term-based algorithms cluster Web pages based solely on
the contents of Web pages, the contents-link coupled
approaches consider both the contents and link
information of Web pages. Web-log based approaches
cluster Web pages according to the page access patterns
discovered from Web logs. We omit the discussion of
web-log based clustering approaches here.
T.H.Haveliwala et. al. proposed a technique LSH
(Local – Sensitive – Hash) for clustering the entire Web,
which emphasizes more on the scalability of clustering.
Snippet-based clustering is well studied in [14, 20].
Shingle method, which is often used for duplicates
removal is proposed in [1] to measure the similarity
between pages for clustering. Applying the technique of
association rule mining to term vectors is another
clustering approach proposed in [3]. It can automatically
produce groups of pages without defining the similarity
between pages. These approaches differ with each other
on clustering method and are all based on common terms
shared among web pages.
Many works [5,9,10,14,17] tried to explore link
analysis to improve quality of Web information retrieval
or to mine useful knowledge from Web. Kleinberg
suggested that there are two kinds of pages on the web for
a specific topic: “hub” pages (include many useful links)
and “authority” pages (include relevant contents to a topic
and are citied by many hub pages) and they reinforce each
other [9]. Gibson, et. al. proposed a hierarchical network
search engine that clusters hypertext documents based on
the contents as well as the link structure of each hypertext
document to structure a given information space to
support various services like browsing and querying [16].
Clustering hypertext documents by co-citation analysis is
explored in [7]. By applying HITS algorithm [9] to the
vicinity graph around a seed URL, the approach proposed
in [10] could find similar pages to the seed URL in a more
narrow way. However it focuses more on finding similar
pages rather than clustering Web pages.
We proposed a contents-link coupled clustering
algorithm that combines content and link analysis to
cluster web search results [19]. The basic clustering
method used is an extended K-means. By varying
weighting factor of contents analysis and link analysis, we
also compared the performance of term-based, link-based
and content-link coupled approaches and gave some
empirical recommendations for weighting factors.

3. Contents-Link Coupled Clustering
3.1 Link Analysis
Hyperlinks are helpful since they demonstrate objective
opinions of the authors of other web pages to the pages
they point to. Co-citation [6] and bibliographic coupling

[12] are two fundamental measures to be used to
characterize the similarity between two documents.
Co-citation measures the number of citations (out-links)
in common between two documents and coupling
measures the number of documents (in-links) that cite
both of two documents under consideration (for a
hyperlink q->r, q is called in-link page of r and in reverse,
r is called out-link page of q). Since both “hub page” and
“authority page” are possible to be included in search
results, both co-citation and coupling are considered in
link analysis.

3.2 Contents Analysis
For contents analysis, some works use all terms in a page
(the whole document) and others may only use certain
part(s) of the page. Possible choices include snippet, title,
meta-contents or even anchor window of in-link pages of
the page. Snippet of page u means sentences attached with
URL u appeared in search results. The anchor window of
in-link page v of u means the anchor text and text around
the hyperlink v->u in the source page v. It might include
concise and important terms to describe the main topic of
the page that the link points to. Meta-content is an
optional tag for most web pages and gives the summary of
the page by its author. By applying stemming to the
contents collected above, it is possible for us to extract all
distinct terms for all pages.

3.3 Contents-Link Coupled Clustering
When we say Contents-Link Coupled (CLC) clustering,
we mean that in clustering process both link and contents
analyses are considered for measuring the similarity
between pages regardless of clustering algorithm used.
By CLC, each web page q in data set D is represented
as 3 vectors: qOut qIn and qKword with M, N and L as the
vector dimension respectively. The ith item of
vector qOut indicates whether q has the corresponding
out-link as the ith one in M out-links. If yes, the ith item is
1, else 0. qIn is identically defined. The kth item of vector
qKword indicates the frequency of the corresponding kth

term of L appeared in page q. We have several notations: n,
m, M, N, L are positive integers, D is dataset, the set of
specified number of web pages for clustering. Pages in D
are called target pages. We use n to denote the size of D.
We use m to denote specified number of out-link/ in-links
extracted for each URL/page in D. M, N, L denotes total
number of distinct in-links, out-links as well as terms after
applying link and contents analysis for all n pages in D
respectively.
So, the similarity of two pages q and r is the linear
combination of three parts:
p out S ( q out , rout ) + p in S ( q in , rin ) + p term S ( q term , rterm )
p o u t + p in + p term = 1 (1)

S ( q o u t , ro u t )

is defined as Cosine of two out-link

vectors. So, total similarity of two pages is the linear
combination of corresponding out-link similarity, in-link
similarity and term similarity. Centroid (center point) is
used to represent the cluster when calculating the
similarity of a page with a cluster. By varying weighting
factors in formula (1), it is possible to study the effects of
out-links, in-link and terms on clustering process. As
stated in [21] that from statistical point of view, terms
mainly affect noise pages removal and percentages of
pages that could be clustered; in-link pages affect size of
big cluster and number of clusters produced; out-link
pages affect the percentage of page clustered. Here, we
would like to give a more detailed and intuitive
explanation of contribution of terms and links from
semantic point of view. We have following findings:
1. According to the experimental results, we found that
the results of term-based clustering is rather coarse
and usually includes very general groups, which are
totally different each other from semantic point of
view. E.g. for topic “jaguar”, “car” group and
“animal” group are two very general groups with very
different semantic topics; while “car driver club” and
“racing car” are finer classification. So, term-based
clustering could only roughly separate pages into
general semantic groups and failed to handle the finer
case, like “racing car” and “car driver club” since
both pages may include some terms like “car, model
etc. The main reasons of poor “purity” of clusters
produced by term-based clustering are: i) noise pages
are included into clusters instead of removing since
noise pages share some unimportant terms with other
pages; ii) pages that on different finer topics (but the
same general topic) are mixed together. If the query
topic itself is very single-idea (a special case we study
is “HIV”), most pages will be grouped in a cluster.
2. Since hyperlinks represent the authors’ view of the
relationship among Web pages, hyperlink-based
clustering expresses “association” of pages. Therefore,
we could say that clusters produced by link-based
clustering are in finer granularity. The problem of
link-based clustering is that some similar pages (e.g.
new created pages) may not have enough co-citation/
citation to be grouped together. That is to say, recall is
some low.
3. Since hyperlink and terms are features with very
different nature and in turn link analysis and contents
analysis may in different “scale”. By “scale”, we
mean due to different dimension and sparseness of
feature spaces (link and term), average link similarity
and average term similarity among all pages are in
different scales.
4. Terms in anchor window of a hyperlink have proved
to be a precious contents summary for the page it
points to as stated in many literatures [4][17]. The

reason is that pages talking about “automobile” may
not include the word “automobile” in its source.
However, it is very likely to include these terms in the
anchor window of in-link pages. We should deal with
terms in the anchor window of its in-link pages
separately.
In order to have an in-depth understanding of
contents-link coupled clustering, we have implemented an
extension of K-means as clustering method. Combing
with CLC analysis, we call it CLCK clustering as depicted
in Fig. 1.
1. Define the similarity threshold
1. Filter irrelevant pages and only relevant pages join
clustering process
2. Assign each relevant pages to the Top C existing
cluster(s) based on the similarities (that above the
similarity threshold) between the page and the
centroids
3. The page will be one cluster itself if no existing
cluster meet step 3
4. Recompute the centroids of the cluster
5. Repeat Step 2 until 5 until all relevant pages are
assigned and the centroids do not change

Fig. 1 CLCK Clustering method
In the clustering procedure, we use similarity threshold to
control the clustering process instead of using pre-defined
K value and K centroid as in standard k-means. It is
possible to apply HAC (hierarchical agglomerative
clustering) on the base clusters produced by Fig. 1 to
make the final results more concise and easy-to-interpret
semantically.

“CLC” to denote terms–based (with pout , pin and pKword as
0, 0, 1), link-based (with pout , pin and pKword as 0.5, 0.5, 0)
and contents-link coupled (with pout , pin and pKword as 0.2,
0.3, 0.5) clustering approaches respectively.

4.1 Effects of Contents Analysis and Link
Analysis on Clustering Process
Feature (term, links) distribution for different topics on
the web is various. Based on the quality of link and
contents analysis on clustering process, various topics
could be summed up to four kinds of cases. We
demonstrate them by presenting an example for each case
as shown in Table 1 to Table 4. The results shown in
Table 1-4 are produced by applying algorithm depicted in
Fig. 1 with similarity threshold 0.1 and different
weighting factors for “T”, “L” and “CLC”. Similarity
threshold and weighting factors are chosen according to
empirical evaluations stated in [21]. The label of each
cluster shown in Table 1-4 is identified automatically by
term vector of centroid for each cluster. We modified the
label a little to make it more natural and easy to
understand.
Table 1. Clustering results for Topic “Jaguar”
Main /Distinct Sub-topics
T
L
(0.29, 0.63)

CLC
(0.26, 0.75)

4. Improving the Adaptability
Experimental results have demonstrated that contents-link
coupled clustering could improve the clustering quality
significantly by utilizing the merits of link analysis and
terms analysis. It also handles noise page more gracefully.
Yet, we noticed that CLCK suffers limitations in
following two aspects:
1) Quality of main/biggest cluster is still unsatisfactory;
2) Cannot adapt it well to some topics
Quality measurement of a cluster is mainly based on
entropy, that is, a) whether noise pages are included in the
cluster; 2) whether pages in the cluster are tightly related
and focused on the same sub-topics.
In this part, we first analyze experimental results in
more detail to pinpoint the underlying reasons of
limitations. That is why contents-link coupled clustering
works poor for some topics and quality of the biggest
cluster produced is unsatisfactory. We then introduce two
techniques to alleviate the problems so as to improve the
adaptability of contents-link coupled clustering to a wide
range of topics. We choose not to use standard IR
collections, as we are interested in the performance of real
data on the web. We download search results of Search
engine for various topics as dataset and use “T”, “L” and

6 (Car, Club, Game, Big cat, Parts, Racing car)

(0.37, 0. 78)

8 (Car, Club, Game, Big Cat, Atari Emulate,
Touring place, Online dealership, research project)
10 (Club, Car model, Game, Big cat, Atari Emulate,
Parts, Racing car, Touring place, Online dealership,
Research Project)

Table 2. Clustering results for Topic “Salsa”
Main /Distinct Sub-topics
T

2 (Latin dancing, hot sauce)

(0.48, 0.82)

L
(0.31, 0.67)

CLC
(0.29 0.79)

7 (Latin music, dancing, hot sauce, recipes, club,
food, salsa in Germany)
6 (Latin music, Dancing, Hot sauce, Recipes, Club,
Food)

Table 3. Clustering results for Topic “Abduction”
Main /Distinct Sub-topics
T
(0.39, 0.80)

L
(0.35, 0.51)
CLC

3 (Abuse/ court, Child abduction, Peircean
Abduction)
4 (Alien abduction, child abuse, Peircean Abduction,
parents divorce)
3 (Abuse/court, Child, Peircean Abduction)

(0.37, 0.71)

Table. 4 Clustering results for Topic “HIV”
Main /Distinct Sub-topics
C

1 (AIDS/ therapy)

(0.76, 0.76)

L
(0.38, 0.31)
CLC
(0.59, 0.55)

5(Aids, prevention, Treatment, Research/Fund)
1 (AIDS/ therapy)

The two numbers in the left entries of each table are
values for two evaluation metrics: average entropy and
percentage of page clustered (it is calculated by deducting
number of singleton clusters produced from total number
of pages in dataset). Detailed definition of entropy is
given in Section 5. Here, we only need to sate that low
entropy value denotes high “purity”/”quality” of the
cluster. The right entries in Table 1-4 are the number of
main distinct clusters and their corresponding labels.
We use “distinct clusters” since there might be more
than one cluster on the same topic. We choose clusters
with clear semantic meaning. E.g. based on Table 3, we
could know that with term-based clustering, only two
topics “Latin dancing” and “hot sauce” are roughly
identified and separated. Let us give a detailed look on the
four examples shown above.
1) Jaguar
For this kind of topic, both term-based clustering and
link-based clustering produced some semantically
meaningful groups as depicted in Table 1. Two evaluation
metrics: average entropy and percentage of page clustered
indicate that link similarity and term similarity are in the
same scale. The main effect of link analysis in CLC for
this kind of topic is to “purify” each cluster by removing
some noise page and forming more detailed/narrowed
clusters as “Game” with “Atari Emulate” and “car model”
with “online dealership” instead of identifying new
semantic clusters.
2) Salsa
In this kind of topic, term-based clustering works poor as
entropy value 0.48 indicates. It only separates two general
groups “Latin dancing” and “hot sauce”. Link-based
clustering works well as depicted in Table 2. It is obvious
that link similarity and term similarity are on the same
scale. By combining link and contents analysis, CLC
gives significant improvements both in “purity” and
“percentage of page clustered”. In this case, link analysis
is very effective in noises handling, cluster purifying and
new semantic clusters forming as clusters “recipes” and
“club” indicated in Table 2.
3) Abduction
In this case, term-based clustering works reasonable and
link-based clustering works poor since it is obvious that
link space is rather sparse and about 50% of pages in
target dataset cannot be grouped. Comparing metrics for
“C” and “L”, it could be concluded that link similarity and
term similarity are not at the same scale. The effect of link
analysis was too weak to have any practical improvements
for CLC as shown in Table 3.
4) HIV
The last kind of topics is that both term-based clustering
and link-based clustering works rather poor, especially
term-based clustering. The topic itself is a medical
terminology and has very fixed meaning in different
contexts. Its link space is very sparse and there is big

difference between link similarity and contents similarity.
The effect of link analysis is too weak and totally was
washed out by contents analysis. The last kind of topic
usually is very tough for automatic clustering since both
terms and links are not effective due to their low
discrimination. For this kind of topic, the classification is
more associational than semantic.
Another drawback of sparseness of feature space is that
there is no big gap between similarity of similar pages and
dissimilar pages and this leads to low similarity threshold
in CLCK. So, the bigger the cluster, the drawback of low
similarity threshold is more evident.
In summary, we need to improve the discernibleness of
both link analysis and contents analysis, especially link
analysis so as to improve similarity threshold accordingly.

4.2 In-Link Reinforcement
From the above discussion, we could see that in order to
improve clustering, we need to combine link analysis and
contents analysis and to make link similarity and term
similarity in the same scale. Comparing with contents
analysis, link analysis is more susceptible to orthogonality
since when authors put citations/hyperlinks in their pages,
they usually have certain preferences. Some newlycreated high quality pages may not have many pages link
to them. Another point need to mention is that by vector
space model, when we map one page to a point in a
high-dimensional feature space, we have the assumption
that each dimension is orthogonal with other dimensions.
While in traditional database clustering, it is possible to
guarantee this; for web page clustering, it is difficult to do
so. Some work has tried to utilize WordNet to deduce
relationship between words. While WordNet is mainly a
kind of abstract-concrete relation (like snake-serpent),
clustering results are sensitive to the degree of
abstractness or concreteness. In this paper, we would like
to try to find the relationship between in-link pages.
(Since in-link pages are more influential than out-link
pages in web search results clustering, here, we only
consider in-link reinforcement) Some dimensionreduction approaches can also be applied to filter some
minor links so as to improve the situation. However, our
object is not only dimension reduction but also finding the
relationship between in-links, which in turn will improve
the coupling analysis. There is still little work on finding
relationship between hyperlinks. We first cluster similar
in-link pages into groups and map each group to a
dimension in in-link vector space. By doing so, it is
possible to reduce dimension of in-link vector space
greatly and also improve link analysis.
Mutual reinforcement that applying knowledge of one
kind of objects to another kind of objects to get
relationship between objects of latter kind and then doing
reverse is not very new and has been proposed and
checked in some literatures. However, in this paper, we

are not focusing on spirally mutual reinforcement but on
how in-link reinforcement will affect the final
contents-link coupled clustering.
Method 1: In-Link Reinforcement
1. Executing term-based clustering and cluster n target
pages into x groups.
2. Each in-link page p is then represented as an
x-dimensional vector and its kth item indicates that
when the in-link p has a out-link to pages in kth
cluster of x groups.
3. Cluster in-link pages into y group based on vector
similarity
4. Map each in-link page to the cluster it belongs to and
then for dataset, in-link space is reduced to
y-dimensional space
5. Execute CLCK approach with renewed in-link vectors

Fig. 2 In-Link Reinforcement
It is possible to cluster in-link pages based on its snippet
(when extracting in-link pages for a given page based by
service of search engine, snippets are attached with each
in-link page) and out-link information. Here, we consider
clustering in-link pages based on term- based clustering
results as depicted in Fig. 2.

4.3 Anchor window analysis
As mentioned in Section 3.2, when an author put a
citation/hyperlink in his page, he usually writes some text
around hyperlink to describe the contents of destination
page that the hyperlink points to. Since it is a kind of
objective description, it usually reveals the topic of
destination page more substantially and includes little
noisy information. E.g. for a homepage of a search engine,
keyword “search engine” may not appear. However, in the
anchor window of pages that cite the “search engine”
page, it is very like to include the keyword “search
engine”, which is very essential for clustering. Many
works have suggested the effectiveness of anchor window.
However, most clustering works treat terms in anchor
window equally with those terms appeared in target page.
Just as described in section 3.2 that all terms are extracted
and stemmed and equally measured. Term vector are
formed based on total distinct terms. Nevertheless, as we
have analyzed in section 3.3 and section 4.1 that in-link
pages and target pages have very different contributions in
clustering, so terms in anchor window of in-link pages
should be paid much more emphasis. By detailed analysis,
we could find that distinct terms appeared in all anchor
windows are rather focused and much fewer than terms
appeared in target pages. We divide term vector into two
parts: anchor window term vector and target page term
vector. We could find that comparing with using two
vectors, when two target pages share some common terms
in the anchor window of their in-link pages (the two target
pages are very likely similar), using only one term vector
as we previous do actually decreases the term similarity.

( 12 * S ( q AWterm , rAWterm ) + 12 * S ( qTPterm , rTPterm ) > S ( qterm , rterm ) )
In reverse case, if two pages do not share or only share
few terms (two pages are likely dissimilar) in anchor
window, using one merged term vector actually increases
the term similarity. So, anchor window analysis could
help a lot to discriminate similar pages from dissimilar
pages based on terms sharing.
Method 2: Anchor Window Analysis
We use four vectors to represent page in target set and
similarity measurement of formula (1) is revised as:
pterm
pout S(qout , rout ) + pinS(qin, rin ) + pterm
2 *S(qAWterm, rAWterm) + 2 *S(qTPterm, rTPterm)
(2)
p o u t + p in + p term = 1
To make it simple, we adopt above similarity function. Of
course, we can use different weighting factors for anchor
window term vector similarity and target page term
similarity.

5. A Performance Study
We present the results of a performance study that
investigates the effectiveness of proposed techniques.

5.1 Data Preparation and Evaluation Methods
In order to have an understanding of web page clustering
of real data, we have tested search results from search
engine directly for more than 40 topics that cover a wide
range. We downloaded resulting pages from search engine
to form the target dataset of clustering. For each page in
target dataset, we extract 100 in-link pages and out-link
pages.
We use following objective metrics to evaluate the
quality of clustering,
Average entropy
Entropy is used to measure the “purity” of a cluster,
which is defined as: E ( j ) = − p lo g ( p )

∑

ij

ij

i

where pij is the “probability” that a page of cluster j
belongs to the given class i, approximated by the number
of pages that belong to class i divide by the total number
of pages in cluster j . It is obvious that E(j) become 0 if
the cluster is pure, that is, all pages in a cluster belong to
the same class. In other words, entropy measures
“whether pages in the same group are truly focusing on
the same topic” by comparing the groups produced by
clustering algorithm to known classes. Low entropy
means high quality of the cluster due to high
intra-cohesiveness while high entropy means that the
cluster members are not tightly related. High entropy
usually indicates two possibilities: there are some noise
pages in the cluster, or the pages in the cluster cover
different topics under the general query topic.
In order to measure the overall performance of a
clustering scheme CS, overall entropy is defined as:
E

CS

=

m

∑

j=1

n

j

* E ( j)
n

where E(j) is the entropy for cluster j, n j is the size of
cluster j and n is the total number of data points in dataset.
Since clustering is meant to group similar ones together,
average entropy is more appropriate when evaluating the
quality of a clustering algorithm. When the entropy of a
cluster is around 0.2 (0.2-0.25), it means that around 80%
pages of the cluster is on the same topic and the rest 20%
pages are on another topic or other topics.
F- measure
F measure combines two metrics, precision and recall, used
in information retrieval to evaluate whether clustering
algorithm can remove noise pages and cluster high quality
pages as much as possible. To apply this measure, we treat
each cluster as the results of a query and each class as the
desired set of results for a query. We calculate the
precision and recall as:
P (i, j)= N(i, j)/ n j , R(i, j) = N(i, j)/ gi n j , gi are the size
of cluster j and class i respectively and N(i, j)is the
number of pages of class i in cluster j. The F measure of
cluster j and class i is then given by (n is the total number
of data points in dataset):
gi
2( P ( i , j ) * R ( i , j )) , F =
m a x { F ( i , j )}
F (i , j ) =

∑

( P (i , j ) + R (i , j )

i

n

j

It is obvious that the higher the F-measure value, the
better the quality of clustering results. F-measure gives an
overall view of clustering results based on quality and
percentage of page clustered.

5.2 Basic Performance
In the previous section, we used four topics to analyze the
limitations of existing content-link coupled approach. In
this subsection, we use the same four topics
to
demonstrate the effectiveness of two techniques
introduced in Section 4. The name convention is as
follows. CLCK denotes the traditional content-link
coupled approach depicted in Fig 1. CLCK-I denotes the
algorithm that integrates in-link reinforcement in CLCK
as depicted in Fig 2. While CLCK-A denotes the
algorithm that integrates anchor window analysis in
CLCK, CLCK-AI denotes the algorithm that integrates
both techniques. We use the same weighting factors as
mentioned above for all the four approaches. As we
analyzed in [19] that both contents analysis and link
analysis have their own feature and contribution, pro and
con. So, when contents and link analysis are at the same
“scale”, the recommended weighting factors still work.
Table 5. The basic performance
Jaguar
Salsa
Abduction HIV
CLCK

10/0.26

6/0.29

3/0.37

CLCK-I

10/0.22

6/0.24

7/0.26

1/0.59
5/0.39

CLCK-A

10/0.19

6/0.21

5/0.33

4/0.43

CLCK-AI

10/0.20

6/0.22

7/0.25

6/0.36

Comparison of the performance of four different
algorithms is given is Table 5. There are two numbers in

each entry, representing the distinct semantic clusters
identified by the specific clustering approach and the
average entropy, of the clustering results, respectively.
During experiments, we use higher similarity threshold
(e.g. 0.2 for the four topics).
The results in Table 5 indicate clearly the
effectiveness of the two techniques proposed in Section 4.
While each individual technique, in-link reinforcement or
anchor window analysis may improve the clustering
quality in certain types of clusters, only the combination
of two techniques can give uniform better results in all
cases. Furthermore, the final entropy of the algorithm that
integrates both techniques is very close to the best one, if
not lower.
For topic jaguar, CLCK has already obtained
reasonably good results and there seems no much room
for improvements as we discussed in the previous sections.
Yet, both techniques improved the clustering quality to
certain extent. By analyze the results, we found that the
two techniques mainly improve the quality of big/main
cluster(s) produced, which reduces the average entropy
significantly. For topic salsa, since the effects of in-link
reinforcement more or less depend on the quality of
term-based clustering at the first place, anchor window
analysis contributes more to the improvements. For the
latter two cases abduction and HIV, the original in-link
information considered in CLCK seems not sufficient.
In-link reinforcements improved the clustering quality
significantly in terms of both the entropy and number of
clusters produced. For topic abduction, CLCK-I has
produced 7 distinct semantic clusters while original
CLCK could only get roughly three clusters. While terms
in anchor window of in-link pages are more summarized
and general, it is not so effective in identifying new
clusters/topics as in-link analyses.

5.3 Performance Comparison Based on Objective
Metrics
The performance of four algorithms in terms of average
entropy and F-measure is depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
respectively. As we can see from the Fig. 4, for different
topics, in-link reinforcement and anchor window analysis
demonstrated different contributions. Not only “purify”
clusters is improved but also semantic new clusters can be
identified. For polysemous topics like “jaguar” and
“salsa”, which have very different meaning under
different context, anchor window analysis contribute most
by improving contents analysis. For non-polysemous
topics, like “abduction” and “HIV”, in-link reinforcement
gives better results by identifying more semantic clusters.
In-Link reinforcement also depends on the quality of
term-based clustering to certain extent. For the worst case
like topic HIV, combining two methods gives biggest
improvements.
CLCK-I works poor in terms of F-measure for topic

like jaguar and salsas as shown in Fig. 4. The reason is
that CLCK-I split some cluster on a topic into several
small clusters. According to definition of F-measure, it
gets low recall for the topics. Since during web page
clustering, entropy and precision are more important and
influential given acceptable percentage of page clustered,
we could say that in-link reinforcement is useful and
effective in web page clustering.

Average Entropy

0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
Jaguar

Salsa

Abduction

robust algorithms that rely little on parameter setting, and
are adaptive to various types of Web pages. With the
success of clustering topical Web pages, the next step
is to extend the technique to cluster a corpus of web
pages (even entire web).
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